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Laser multiphoton ionisation (MPI) is used to produce ions from explosive vapours at 
atmospheric pressure in air for analysis by ion mobility spectrometry (IMS). In the 
positive ion mode of detection, NO+ ions, generated directly by multiphoton 
dissociation/ionisation of the explosive compounds, show strong variation with laser 
wavelength. This provides a means of identifying the presence of nitro-containing 
compounds. Moreover, electrons formed in the MPI of gaseous components in the air 
carrier stream, primarily 02, are transferred via neutral molecular oxygen (02) to trace 
explosive vapour, forming negative ions which give rise to characteristic and identifiable 
ion mobility spectra. Further, negative ion mobility spectra of several explosive vapours 
are presented using conventional 63Ni ionisation and are compared qualitatively with the 
laser ionisation approach. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) has long been established as a sensitive and selective 
technique for trace vapour identification in analytical chemistry [1-8]. In the conventional 
approach, a 63Ni pVsource is used to initiate a series of ion-molecule reactions in a carrier gas 
stream, usually nitrogen or dry air, which results in the formation of a series of stable reactant 
ions. On introduction of trace sample vapour to this carrier gas stream, ion-molecule reactions 
between the reactant ions and neutral sample molecules result in the formation of product ions 
characteristic of the sample under study. The product ions are separated in accordance with 
their ionic mobilities in a counterflowing inert drift gas under the influence of an electric field. 
The spectrometer is capable of observing both positive and negative product ions by simply 
reversing the polarity of the drift field. One drawback of the technique is that the resolution of 
these atmospheric pressure instruments is limited due to the diffusion of ions in the drift region 
of the cell. However, this is compensated for by rapid analysis times (typically a spectrum is 
collected in less than 20ms) and the high sensitivity of the technique (sub ppb detection limits 
have been demonstrated [3,7,9,10]). In view of the relatively low resolution, many groups 
have used IMS systems coupled with mass spectrometry [6,11-14], to increase specificity. 
The high pressure/vacuum interface is normally a small orifice in die IMS collector electrode. 
Ions passing through the orifice arc focussed into a quadrupole mass spectrometer for accurate 
mass analysis. 

As an alternative to 63Ni ionisation, many other methods have been used to generate ions 
in IMS, such as coronaspray ionisation [16], laser desorption and ionisation [13,14,17,18] 
laser ionisation [19-24], photoemissive ionisation [25] and VUV photoionisation [9,26]. 

The laser ionisation process involves the absorption of several laser photons by a 
molecule until the total energy absorbed exceeds its first ionisation potential. A general non-
resonant multiphoton ionisation (MPI) process is shown in Fig. la). When the laser photon 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) has long been established as a sensitive and selective 
technique fo_t.:. traωvapo町 identificationin analytical chemistry [1-8]. In the conventional 
approach， a 63Ni砕sou即eis used ωinitiate a田riesof ion-molecule reactions in a carrier g鎚
stream， usually nitrogen or dry air， which results in the formation of a series of stable reactant 
ions. On introductioI1 of trace sample vapo町 to血iscarrier g也 S岡田n，ion-mol回叫ereactions 
betw印 n曲ereactant ions and ne凶a1回mplemol∞ul郎防叫tin the fonnation of product ions 
characteristic of the sample under s加dy.The product ions are sep紅a怯d泊 accordancewith 
their ionic mobilities in a counterflowing泊ert世iftgas under the influence of an electric field. 
百lespectrometer is capable of ob舘 rvmgboth positive and negative product ions by s!mp1X 
reversing由epol訂ityof the drift field. One drawback of the也cht首queis由at血eresolution of 
白白eatmospheric pre路ureinstruments is limi包ddue to血ediffusion of ions in the世iftregion
of the cell. However，血isis compensa記dfor by rapid analysis也nes(typically a s戸ctrumis 
collected in less出an2Oms) and the high sensitivity of the technique (sub ppb de胞ction泊ni臼
have been demonstrated [3，7ム10]).In view of血erelatively low r泡solution，many groups 
have used IMS systems coupled wi血 m鎚 sspectrometry [6，11・14]，to incre路 especificity. 
The high pressure/vacuum in胞rfaωisnonna1ly a sma1l oiifice in血eIMS collector electrode. 
Ions passing through the orifice are focussed mto a quadrupole mass s戸C位。me胞rfor accurate 
mass analysis. 

As an altemative to 63Ni ioni剖 ion，m組 yother methods have been used ωgenerate ions 
in IMS， suchぉ coronぉprayionisation [16]， la記 rdesorption and ionisation [13，14，17，18] 
laser ionisation [19・24]，photoemissive ionisation [25] and VUV photoionisation [9，26]. 

The laser ionisation pr∞ess involves the absorption of several laser photons by a 
molecule until血etota1 energy absorbed exceeds i臼 firstionisation po胞ntial.A general non-
resonant m¥Utiphoton ionisation例PI)process is shown in Fig. la). When山 laserphoton 
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energy is tuned to a n-photon 
resonance of a molecule, such that 
an intermediate energy state is 
populated in the process, the 
ionisation rate is greatly enhanced 
(see Fig. lb)). This is referred to 
as resonance enhanced 
multiphoton ionisation (REMPI). 
The latter scheme, apart from 
being more efficient than the non-
resonant MPI process, can also be 
used to achieve spectral selectivity 
with ionisation enhancements 
being observed as the photon 
energy is tuned through 
intermediate energy states. In Fig. 
lc) is shown the simplest of all 
REMPI schemes, namely resonant 
two-photon ionisation (R2PI). 

For molecular systems which do not readily ionise but tend to dissociate into neutral 
fragments, REMPI can be used to ionise neutral dissociation products and yield significant 
information regarding the parent molecule. This technique has been termed laser 
photofragmentation/ionisation spectrometry [27]. 

The laser work of Lubman [20-22] was prompted mainly to overcome problems of 
competing ion-molecule reactions in conventional IMS, which often leads to spectra consisting 
of a number of ion peaks. They used R2PI to ionise directly trace sample molecules which 
produced positive ion spectra usually consisting of a single ion peak permitting easy 
identification. In addition they demonstrated the ease with which a specific component in a 
mixture can be preferentially ionised by a judicious choice of laser wavelength. 

In this paper, laser ionisation is explored as a technique for generating ions at atmospheric 
pressure from some common high explosive vapours, such as 2,4-DNT, 2,4,6-TNT, PETN 
and RDX. It is well known that in high vacuum environments, these nitro-based compounds 
dissociate readily when irradiated with ultraviolet laser light [27-29] yielding smaller daughter 
species. In particular, neutral nitric oxide (NO) molecules are produced in abundance which 
can then be efficiently ionised in a R2PI process at 226nm [27-33], yielding characteristic 
spectral structure in the range 225-227nm. Recently, we have shown that for nitrobenzene and 
ortho-nitrotoluene vapours, dissociation yielding NO neutrals also occurs in an atmospheric 
pressure ionisation cell [34]. In the present paper, laser ionisation is used in the wavelength 
region 224-231nm to investigate ion production in an IMS cell with trace quantities of the 
above high explosive vapours seeded into an air carrier gas. Positive ions formed directly in 
the laser-sample interaction yield strong wavelength dependences giving a means of selectively 
detecting this class of compounds (nitro-compounds), whereas negative ion formation gives 
rise to characteristic negative ion mobility spectra, which permits identification of the trace 
vapour present 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

The experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 2. The ion mobility spectrometer, constructed 
by Graseby Ionics (Watford, UK), was designed in Glasgow to be used with both 63Ni and 
laser ionisation. When operated as a conventional plasma chromatograph with the 63Ni P-
source, ions formed in the reaction region are pulsed into the drift region of the cell using an 
ion gate of Bradbury-Nielsen design [35], die typical gate pulse width being 200ns. The drift 
distance from the ion gate to die ion collector in this case is 3.7cm. With pulsed laser 

'•" k tuu Xf/t£/t' 

(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 1: Laser ionisation schemes:(a) Non-resonant 
multiphoton ionisation (MPI), (b) Resonance 
enhanced multiphoton ionisation(REMPI), and 
(c) Resonant two-photon ionisation (R2PI). 
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&...1: Laser ionisation schemes:(a) Non-resonant 
multiphoton ionisation (MPI)， (b) Resonance 
enhanced multiphoton ionisation(REMPI)， and 
(c) Resonant two-photon ionisation (R2Pl). 
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The laser work of Lubman [2ι22] was prompted mainly to overcome problems of 
compe由19ion-mol∞ule reactions泊conventionalIMS， which often 1関白tos戸ctraconsis曲19
of a number of ion pe誌s.They u鎚dR2PI to ioni路他国t1ytraωsample molecules which 
produced positive ion spectra usually consisting of a single ion peak permitting easy 
identification. In addition曲eydemonstrated the ease with which a specific component in a 
mixture can be preferentially ionised by a judicious choice of laser wavelength. 

In this paper， laser ionisation is exploredぉ atechnique for generating ions at_al!Dosp~eri~ 
p問団urefrom some common high explosive vapours， such as 2，4-DNT， 2，4，6・TNT，PETN 
and RDX. It is well known血atin high vacuum environments， these nitro・basedcompounds 
dissociate readily wl施nirradi剖edwi由ultravioletlaser light [27・29]yielding smaIler daughter 
S戸cies.In particular， neutral nitric oxide (NO) molecufes are produced in abundance which 
can then be efficient1y ionised in a R2PI process at 226nm [27-33]， yielding characteristi~ 
sp∞tral structure in the range 225・227nm.RI田 ent1y，we have shown出前fornitrobenzene and 
ortho-nitrotoluene vapou民 diss∞iationyielding NO neutrals叫50∞C町 S泊 an剖.mospheric
p陀回ureionisationω11 [34]. In the present paper， 1ぉerionisation is used in the wavelength 
region 224・231nmto泊vestiga胞 ionproduction in an IMS cell wi由 tra∞quantiti邸 of血e
above high explosive vapours民 ededinto an air carrier gas. Positive ions formed directly泊
出el蹴r-~ple inte~tion yield strong wavelength dependenωs giving a means of田 1図面vely
detecting出iscl魁 Sof compounds (nitro-compounds)， whereas negative~ i~n forma~~n gives 
d記 toch訂actcristicnegative ion mobility sμctra， which permits identification of曲etra∞ 
vapourp間関nl

(a) (b) 

2. EXPERIMENT AL 

The experimental回 t-upis shown in Fig. 2. The ion mobility spectrome包r，cons住uc包d
by Graseby Ionics (Waぜ'ord，UK)， was desfgned in Glasgow to be used wi血bo出 63Niand 
laser ionisation. When operated槌 aconventional plasma chromatograph wi出版 63Ni{3-
source， ions formed in the陀actionregion are pul路 d泊to出edrift region of the cell using an 
ion ga偲 ofBradbury-Nielsen design [35]，血etypical ga旬 pul回 widthbeing 2∞μs. The drift 
distance from the ion ga也 tothe ion collector in血iscase is 3.7cm. With pulsed la記 r



ionisation, the ion gate is biased open 
at all times providing a static d.c. field 
for ion extraction. A small peristaltic 
pump is used to create boih carrier 
and drift gas flows in a self-contained 
gas flow system. The carrier and drift 
gas flow rates into the cell are both 
200 cm3/minute. Several molecular 
sieves are located in the flow system 
to reduce the levels of water vapour 
and other contaminants before 
flowing into the IMS cell. The IMS 
cell is operated at 110 °C when using 
both laser and 63Ni ionisation 
sources. 

The laser source consists of a Lumonics EPD-330 dye laser pumped by a Lumonics 
TE860-3 excimer laser operating at 308nm. The dye laser was operated with Coumarin 47 
(Lambda Physic LC ^700) dye which provided tunable radiation in the range 448-462nm, with 
typical output energies in die range 5-10mJ. Subsequent generation of second harmonic 
raiiation in an Inrad BBO 'B' cut crystal provides laser radiation in the rat.ge 224-23 lnra. 
giving 8ns pulses of marimally lmJ in energy. An Inrad Autotracker II servo-tuniug system 
facilitates continuous wavelength scanning of the second harmonic beam at optimal pulse 
energies. In all measurements reported in this paper, laser induced spectra were accumulated 
using second harmonic light only by employing an Inrad 752-104 Harmonic separator unit to 
reject the fundamental radiation. A 30cm convex quartz lens is used to focus the beam into the 
IMS cell, the spot size at the focal point was measured to be about 100u,m in diameter. On 
passing through the cell, the pulse energy is measured using a Molei tron J3-09 pyroelectric 
joulemeter. The laser pulse energy is varied using a Newport 935-5 attenuator. 

For wavelength dependent measurements, signals from bom die ion collector and the 
joulemeter are amplified and recorded simultaneously by a CAMAC based 11-bit ADC system. 
In fixed wavelength measurements, ion mobility spectra were accumulated by taking the ion 
collector output directly to a LeCroy 9410 100MHz digitising oscilloscope where signals were 
averaged typically over 300 laser shots. 

Solid samples of the explosive compounds are deposited in a small copper dish which is 
placed in a 12cm lengtfi of 3/8" stainless steel tubing connected directly into the gas flow 
system. A heating tape is used to adjust the sample temperature to vary its vapour pressure. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In IMS, ion peaks appearing in spectra are characterised by tiieir reduced ion mobilities, 
Ko, which is defined by the equation, 

where d is the drift length of the cell, t is the drift time of the ion, E is the electric field intensity 
in the drift region, T is die drift gas temperature (in Kelvin) and P is me cell pressure (in 
mbar). This 'reduced' value is referenced to a cell pressure of lOOOmbar and a gas 
temperature of 0°C, thus removing the dependence of ion mobility on drift gas density within 
the cell. 

3.1: Background response-laser ionisation. 

Prior to any explosive sample introduction to the IMS, a series of spectra were recorded to 
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Fig. 2: Experimental arrangement. 
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The laser source consists of a Lumonics EPD・330dye laser pumped by a Lumonic~ 
TE860-3 excimer la田 roperaung at 308nm. The dye laser was operated with Coumarin 47 
(Larnbda Physic LC幻∞)dye which provided加nableradiation in出erange448・462nm，with 
typical output energies in the range 5・IOmJ. Subsequent generation of seco"d harmonic 
raiiation泊 an1nrad BBO‘B' cut crystal provides laser radiation in出rrai.ge 224・231nm.
giving 8ns pulses of ma:imally lmJ in energy. An Inrad Autotracker 11 servo-tunu"6 systerr. 
facilitates continuous wavelength scanning of the second harmonic beam at op也na1p叫se
energies. In all measurements reported in血ispaper， laser induced s戸ctrawere accumulated 
usingぉcondharmonic light only by employing an 1nrad 752・104Hannonic記 paratorunit to 
吋回t由efun血mentalradiation. A 30cm convex qu紅 白lensis u田dωfω山由ebeam inω曲e
IMS ceU， the spot size at曲eIlωalpoint was measured to be about 1ωμm in diameter. on 
passing through the cell， the pulse energy is measured using a MolC{， tron 13・09pyroelec凶c
jo叫emeter.τ1telaser pul田 energyis varied using a Newport 935・5attenuator. 

For wavelength dependent measurements， signals from both the ion collector and the 
joulemeter are amplified and re∞rded simultan∞凶lyby a CAMAC based ll-bit A以ご system.
In flxed wavelength measurements， ion mobility s戸ctrawere accumulated by taking the ion 
collector output dir切 tlyto a LeCroy 94101∞MHz digitising oscillo回opewhere signals were 
averaged typically over 3∞laser shots. 

Solid鈍 mplesof血eexplosive compounds are deposi胞d国 asma1l copper dish which is 
placed in a 12cm length of 3/8" stainless steel tubing connected directly into the gas flow 
sys包m.Ahea白19tape is u記 dωadjustthe sample tempera加reto vary its vapour pressure. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In IMS， ion戸aksap戸訂泊g泊 S戸C釘aare characteri田 dby their reduced ion mobilities， 
Ko， which is defined by the句uation，

Ko=41.1:n Y~l 
也¥1α)()̂ T I 

whered is血edrift length of the cell， t is the世泊timeof the ion， E is由eelectric fleld in低nsity
in the drift region， T is the drift gas tem関 rature(in Kelvin) and P is the cell pressure (泊
mbar). This ‘弔duced'value is referenced to a cell pressure of 1∞Ombar and a gas 
也mperatureof OVC，出us陀 movingthe dependence of ion mobility on drift gas density wi血泊

the cell. 

11: Backeround res∞nse-laser ionisation. 

Prior to any explosive sample introduction to出eIMS， a田 riesof s戸ctrawere recordedω 
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check the background response of the system when laser ionisation is used as the ion source. 
In the positive ion mode of detection, a single peak is observed at 5.98ms (see Fig 3a)). 
Similarly, a single ion peak is observed in the negative ion spectrum at 5.56ms (see Fig. 3b). 
Both spectra shown in Figs. 3a) and 3b) were recorded at A.=225.0nm with a pulse energy of 
38|lJ and were averaged over 300 laser shots. The exact identities of these ion peaks are 
uncertain, since no mass analysis is available on our system at present, although we believe 
them to be similar to those formed with 63Ni ionisation. 

In addition to identification of molecular 
species on the basis of their ionic mobilities, 
the wavelength dependence of ionisation has 
also been shown to be useful for 
identification purposes [20,21]. Using air as 
the carrier/drift gas, the variation in the 
background ionisation yields in both the 
positive and negative ion spectra have been 
recorded in the region 224-23 lnm. Fig. 4a) 
shows the wavelength dependence of the 
positive ion signal. 

^ 

?n 
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\ 
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Drift time (ms) 

10 

In the region presented, structure Fig. ft: Laser IMS background spectra for 
associated with two-photon transitions to ^ positive ion mode, and (b) negative ion 
Rydberg states of molecular oxygen is mode, with air aj carrier/drift gas. 
observed at 225nm, 22£.3nm and 229nm. 
This structure has been observed previously in the range 224-230nm in a simple atmospheric 
based ionisation cell, and has been reported [36]. In addition to this molecular structure, two 
sharp spectral lines are evident at 225.6nm and 230.3nm. The former line has been reported 
previously [36] and arises from two-photon resonant excitation of atomic oxygen (2p*3P -» 
2p33p 3P) followed by one photon ionisation at 225.6nm. The long wavelength transition 
observed at 230.29nm, which is observed to dominate the spectrum at low fluences, arises 
from two-photon resonant ionisation of silicon atoms via the 4d lP° state, originating from the 
3p2 lS metastable state. It is proposed that the metastable silicon atoms (15394 cm"1 above the 
ground state) are produced by ablation from the quartz entrance windows to the cell. These 
atomic resonances serve as excellent sources for wavelength calibration. 

The wavelength dependence of ion formation has also been recorded for the negative ion 
signal in air and is shown in Fig. 4b). 

227 228 

Wavelength (nm) 
229 230 231 

Fig- 4: Wavelength dependence of the background ionisation signal in the range 224-
23lnm for (a) positive ion signal, and (b) negative ion signal, with air carrier/drift gas. 
The atomic oxygen resonance(*) and atomic silicon resonance(**) are indicated in the 
figure. 
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recorded in血e問 gion224-23Inm. Fig.4a) 
shows the wavelength dependence of the 
positive ion signaI. 
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Eht....孟LaserlMS backff1'ound spectra品r
(a) positive ion mode， and (b) negative ion 
mode久， wi血 airs.ωJC但arrie併:r.'.;i宜，rif免包 gas.

In the region presented. structure 
associated #ith two-photon transitions to 
Rydberr-stat"'.s of molecular oxygen is 
observed at 225nln， 22~.3nm and 229nm. 
This structure has been observed previously in the I""ange 224・230nmin a simple atmospheric 
based ionisation cell. and has been reported [36]. In addition to血ismolec凶紅structure，two 
sharp spectraI lines are evident at 22S.6nm and 230.3nm. The fonner line has r.an rep_orted 
previously [36] and ari蹴 fromtwo-photon resonant excitation of atomic oxygen (2p4 jp→ 
2p33p 3P) followed by one photon ionisation at 225.6nm. The long wavele_ngth transi~on 
observed at 230.29nm. which ¥S observed to dominate the sμctlJ，lm at low fluences. arises 
from two-photon resonant ionisation of silicon atoms吋a曲e4dlpo S也記.originating from恥

3p21S me凶阻，ble細 胞 .1t is propo副血at血emetastable silicon atoms (15394 cm-1 above出e
ground state) are produced by ablation from the qu副tzentran句 windowsto血ecell. Thωe 
atomic resonances鍔 rveぉ excellentsources for wavelength calibration. 

The wavelength dependence of ion formation has also ken recorded for the negadve ion 
sign叫inair and is shown in Fig. 4b). 
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l.iι，i: Wavelength dependence of the background ionisation signal担 therange 224・
231nm白r(a) positive ion signal，副ld(b) negative ion signal， with aI't carrier/drift gas. 
恒leatomic oxygen resonance(勺andatomic silicon resonance(*勺areindicated in the 
figure. 
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Clearly, the spectrum is very similar to that of the positive ion mode, which indicates that the 
electrons released in the MPI of air components (which of course have the wavelength 
dependence of positive ion formation) attach themselves to some electronegative species 
present in the carrier gas forming negative reactant ions. 

Laser induced spectra have also been 
recorded with oxygen free nitrogen used as 
the carrier/drift gas. With the laser tuned to 
ihe 225.0nm resonance in 0 2 , no ion 
signals are observed in either positive or 
negative ion mode;., as expected due to the 
absence of oxygen molecules. However, 
with the laser wavelength tuned to the 
230.3nm resonance of Si, positive and 
negative background ion mobility spectra in 
N2 were recorded and are shown in Figs. 
5a) and 5b) respectively. An ion peak is 
observed at 6.04ms in the positive mode 
whereas the negative ion spectrum in N2 
shows only a fast electron signal. Upon 
reintroduction of air to the system, this 
electron signal is observed to decrease while 
the negative reactant ion peak in air at 
5.56ms increases in magnitude. 

(a) 

(b) 

-r -

2 
T " 
4 

T " 

6 
-r 
8 10 

Drift time (ms) 

Fig. 5: Laser IMS spectra recorded in 
(a) positive ion mode, and (b) negative ion 
mode, in nitrogen carrier/drift gas, with the 
laser wavelength tuned to the atomic silicon 
resonance at 230.3nm. 

Therefore, we believe that, when using air as the carrier/drift gas, electrons formed in the 
MPI process attach to oxygen molecules forming 02" ions, which, via a scries of charge 
transfer reactions, results in the formation of a stable reactant ion species (possibly 02"(H20)n, 
as in conventional IMS). 

3.2: Background response-&Ni ionisation. 

It is well known that in 63Ni studies, the 
positive reactant ions in air take the form 
(H20)xH

+, (H20)yNO+ and (H20)ZNH4 
(where x=2,3,4; y=l,2,3; and z=0,l,2,3, 
depending on the water vapour content, 
temperature etc) [37] with the (F^O^H* being 
the predominant ion.The positive ion mobility 
spectrum of air using the 63Ni source is 
shown in Fig. 6a). Three peaks are observed 
with reduced mobilities of 2.21, 2.00 and 
1.66 cm2V-ls-1. 

In the negative mode of ionisation, again 
in air carrier gas, the dominant reactant ion has 
been shown to be 02"(H20)n [2, 38], where 
n=0,l,2 depending on the gas temperature and 
water vapour content. Fig. 6b) shows the 
negative ion reactant ion peak formed in air, 
the peak having a KQ value of 2.45 cn^V^s*1. 

3.3: Explosives characterisation. 

Si
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L 
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10 

Fje^g: Background IMS spectra recorded 
in (a) positive ion mode, and (b) negative 
ion mode, with 63Ni p-ionisation. 

Once the background response of the system had been characterised, trace quantities of 
explosive vapours were introduced to the spectrometer in the carrier gas flow. The spectra 
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Clearly， the spectrum is very simi1ar to that of the positive ion modc， which indicatcs that the 
electrons released in the MPI of air components (which of coursc have thc wavelcngth 
dependence of positive ion fonnation) attach thcmselves to somc electronegative species 
p陀sent加thecarrier gas fonning negative reactant ions. 

Laser induced spectra have also been 
recorded with oxygen friωnitrogen used as 
出ecarrier/drift gas. With the laser tuned to ，he 225.0nm resonance in O2， no ion 
signals are observed in either positive or 
negative ion mode!.， as expected due to出c
absence of oxygen molecules. However， 
with the laser wavelength tuncd to thc 
230.3nm resonance of Si， positive and 
negative background ion mobility s戸C回出

N 2 were recorded and are shown in Figs. 
5a) and 5b) resμctively. An ion peak is 
observed at 6.04ms in the positive mode 
whereas the negative ion spectrum in N2 
shows only a fast electron signal. Upon 
reintroduction of副 rto the system， this 
electron signal is obscrved ωdecrease while 
the negative reactant ion peak in air at 
5.56ms increases in magnitude. 

τberefore， we believe出at，when using air as出ecarrier/drift gas， electrons formed in出e
MPI prlωωs attach toωygen molecules fonning O2' ions. which， via a scries of ch~ge 
紅ansferreactions， res叫tsin血efonnation of a stable陀 actantion species (possibly 02'(H20)n， 
出卸 conventionalIMS). 

3.2: Backi!fOUnd resDonse..QlNi ionisation.. 

It is well known出atin 63Ni studies，出e
positive feactant ions. in air take the fQnn 
(H20)xH¥(H20)VNOT組 d(H20)zNH4' 
(where x=2，3，4;' y=I，2，3; and z三0，1，2，3，司
depending on the water vapour cQntent，凪
胞mpera加ree包)[37] wi白血，e(Il20)nW being i:i3 
出epredominant ion.百leposit!~e ion mobi1ity E 
speetrum of air using the 63Ni source fs ぷ
shown in Fig. 6a). Three伊比sare ob叩 rved
with reduced mobilities of 2.21， 2.∞and 
1.66 cm2V-ls・1

In the negative mode of ionisation， again 
in air canier gas， the dominant reactant ionhas 
been shown to be 02-(H20)n [2， 38]， where 
n=O，1，2 depending on血eg錨旬mperature叩 d
water vapour content. Fig. 6b) shows the 
negative ion reac阻ntion peak forme4 in air， 
出ep伺 khaving a Ka v山 eof 2.45 cm2V-ls・

3.3: Exolosives characterisation. 

Once the background respon田 of出esystem had been charac胞rised，trace quantities of 
explosive vapours were introduced to the s戸ctrometerin the carrier gas flow.τ'he spectra 
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.Eiι五LaserIMS spectra recorded in 
(a) positive ion mode， and (b) negative ion 
mode， in nitrogen carrier/drift gas， with the 
laser waveleng出 tunedto血eatomic silicon 
reson田 1鵠叫 230.3nm.
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E注.....fi:Background IMS spectra recorded 
in (a) positive io~ mode， and (b) negative 
ion m~de， with 63Ni s-ionisation. 
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obtained from trace quantities of the vapours DNT, TNT, PETN and RDX using both 
ionisation methods are now discussed. 

2.4-DNT 

Using 6 3Ni as ionisation source, a 
negative ion background spectrum was 
recorded before sample introduction. The 
usual reactant ion peak in air is observed with 
a reduced mobility of 2.45 cm2V"ls-1 (drift 
time = 5.02ms) as in Fig. 6b). Upon 
introdMction of 2,4-DNT vapour the negative 
ion mobility spectrum shown in Fig. 7 is 
obtained, which shows an additional peak 
with a reduced mobility of 1.66 cm2V"ls-1 

(drift time = 7.41ms). This peak has been 
mass analysed and shown to correspond to the 
(DNT-H)- ion [7,13]. 

CCS 
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The negative ion mobility spectrum of 
2,4-DNT recorded with laser ionisation is 
shown in Fig. 8b), where the laser wavelength 
was tuned to the 225.0nm resonance in 
02.Also shown in Fig. 8a) is the spectrum 
obtained prior to sample introduction, where 
the usual reactant ion peak is observed. In 
Fig. 8b), an additional peak is observed at 
longer drift times which, upon sample 
introduction, is observed to grow at the 
expense of the reactant ion peak, indicative of 
charge transfer reactions between neutral 
sample vapour and reactant ions. We 
associate this lower mobility signal widi 2,4-
DNT. The marked similarity of the laser and 
63Ni negative ion spectra should he noted-

Fig. 7: Negative ion mobility spectrum of 
2,4-DNT using 63Ni p*-ionisation. 

2 4 6 8 
Drift time (ms) 

Fiff. 8: Laser IMS spectra of (a) air, and 
(b) 2,4-DNT in air, recorded in the negative 
ion mode. 

In the positive ion mode, no ion signal in 
addition to the positive reactant ion peak is 
observed. However, the presence of a NO+ 

component under this reactant ion peak is 
revealed when the wavelength dependence of 
Uiis peak is measured, as shown in Fig. 9a). 
The NO+ ion component is formed directly by laser interaction with 2,4-DNT vapour and 
provides an indicator of the presence of a nitro-compound [27, 30-34]. Fig 9b) shows the 
wavelength dependence of the peak before sample introduction, which shows only structure 
associated with molecular oxygen transitions. We believe that NO* and 0 2

+ ions formed in die 
laser beam initiate a series of ion-molecule reactions forming product ions which have similar 
ionic mobilities. The wavelength dependence of me characteristic DNT peak at 8.60ms in the 
negative ion spectrum also exhibits N O structure. 

2.4.6-TNT. PETN and RDX 

Ion mobility spectra of 2,4,6-TNT, PETN and RDX have also been recorded using bodi 
laser ionisation and 63Ni ionisation. In all cases, no signals in addition to the background 
signal were observed in the positive ion mode upon sample vapour introduction. However, 
die wavelength dependence of the positive ion signal shows structure associated with NO+ ion 
formation when RDX vapour is introduced to the system (see Fig. 10). 
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ionisation methods are now discussed. 
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Using 63Ni as ionisation source， a 
negative ion background spectrum was 
recorded before sample introduction. The 
usual reactant ion peak in air is observed with 
a reduced mobility of 2.45 cm2V-1s-1 (drift 
tirne = 5.02ms) as in Fig. 6b). Upon 
introd. ，~tion of 2，4-DNT vapour lhe negaiive 
ion mobility speclrurn shown in Fig. 7 is 
obtained， which shows an addition~l peak 
with a reduced mobility of 1.66 cm2V--1s-l 
(drift lime = 7.41ms). 百lispeak h邸 been
mass analy田 dand shown to correspond to血e
(DNT・Hfion [7， 13]. 
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fu..1: N egative ion mobi1ity spectrum of 
2，4-DNT using 63Ni s-ionisation. 
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The negative ion mobility spectrum of 
2，4・DNTrecorded with laser ionisation is 
shown in Fig. 8b)， where the laser wavelength 
was tuned to 出e225.Onm resonance in 
02.A1so shown in Fig. 8a) is the spectrum 
obtained prior to sample introduction， where 
the usual reactant ion peak is observed. In 
Fig. 8b)， an additional peak is observed at 
longer drift limes which， upon sample 
introduction， is observed to grow at the 
expense of the reactant ion戸ak，indicative of 
charge transfer reactions between neutral 
sample vapour and reactant ions. We 
associate this lower mobility signal with 2，4・
DNT. The marked similaritv of曲elaser and 
63Ni ne{!ative ionsnectra should be_noted. 

In the positive ion mode， no ion signal in 
addition to the positive reactant ion peak is 
observed. However， the preぉnceof a NO+ 
component under this reactant ion peak is 
revealed when the wavelength dependence of 
this peak is me出 ured，ωshownin Fig. 9a). 
The NO+ ion component is fonned direct1y by laser interaction with 2，4-DNT vapour and 
provides an indicator of the pre鈎 nceof a nitro・compound[27， 30・34].Fig 9b) shows the 
wavelength dependence of the戸akbefore sample introduction， which shows 0!11y s~cture 
蹴∞ia胞dwi由 molec叫紅oxygentransitions. We believe出atNQ+ and O2+ ions fonned in the 
lぉerbe副ninitiate a series of ion-molecule reactions fonning product ions which have similar 
ionic mobilities. The wavelength dependence of the charac飽自由 DNT戸akat 8.ωmsin血e
negative ion s戸ctrumalso exhibits NO+ structure. 

EiιJi: Laser IMS spectra of (a) air， and 
(b) 2，4・DNTin air， recorded 面白enegative 
ion mode. 

2ι6-TNT. PETN and RDX 

Ion mobi1ity spec_tra of 2，4，6-TNT， PE'・fNand RDX have also been recorded using both 
laser ionisation ana 63Ni ionisation. In a11 cases， no signals in addition to the background 
signa1 were observed in the positive ion mode upon sample vapour introduction. However， 
the wavelength dependence of the positive ion sign叫shows凶 ucture部 S∞ia記dwi出NO+ion
formation when RDX vapour is introduced to出esys胞m(see Fig. 10). 
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Fig. 9: Wavelength dependence of the positive ion signal in the range 224-229nm for (a) air 
only, and (b) air with 2,4-DNT vapour. The characteristic NO structure is indicated in the 
figure. 
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Fig. 1Q: Wavelength dependence of the positive ion signal in the range 224-228nm with RDX 
vapour in air carrier/drift gas. 

The laser induced negative ion mobility spectra of these compounds are shown in Figs. 1 la)-
c), with the laser wavelength being 225.0nra and pulse energy 38^1 in each case. Also shown 
in Figs. lld)-f) are the corresponding spectra accumulated with the 63Ni source for 
comparison purposes. Again the spectra appear to be very similar. 

It is obvious from the spectra shown in Figs. lla)-f) that the resolution is slightly poorer 
when laser ionisation is used. A simple calculation based on typical ion drift velocities predicts 
that, when die Bradbury-Nielsen gate is operated in pulsed mode, only ions which are within 
lram of the gate are injected into the drift region of die cell. However, with laser ionisation, 
ions are formed approximately 4mm from die gate where the electric field distribution is 
expected to vary considerably throughout die ionisation volume, and consequently the 
resolution would be poorer. 

A comparison of the detection sensitivities for the two ionisation methods will be 
presented in a future publication. 
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Ea...丘:Wavelength dependence of the positive ion signal in the range 224・229nmfor (a) air 
only， and (b)副rwith 2，4-DNT vapour. The characteristic NO structure is indicated in the 
figure. 
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Fig. 10: Wavelength dependence of the positive ion signal in the range 224・228nmwith RDX 
vapour in国rcarner/drift gas. 

Thelぉerinduced negative ion mobility s戸C回 ofthese compounds are shown in Figs. lla)-
c)， with出el路erwavelength being 225.Onm and pul記 energy38μJ泊eachcase. Also shown 
in Figs. lld)・t)are the corresponding spectra accumulated with the 63Ni source for 
comparison pu中O民 s.Again血espec回 ap戸訂旬 bevery sim日町.

1t is obvious from血es戸C回 shownin Figs. l1a)-f)血at血eresolution is slight1y poorer 
when laser ionisation is used. A simple caIculation b錨edon typical ion drift velocities predicts 
that. when the Bradbury-Nielsen ga旬 isopera胞din pul田 dmode， only ions which are within 
lmm of the gate are injec包dinto the drift region of the cell. However， with laser ionisation， 
ions are formed approximately 4mm from the gate where血eelec凶cfield distribution is 
expected to vary considerably throughout the ionisation volume， and consequent1y the 
resolution wou1d be poorer. 

A comparison of the detection sensitivities for the two ionisation methods will be 
presen胞d泊 afuture publication. 
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Fig. 11: Negative ion IMS spectra in air of (a) 2,4,6-TNT, (b) PETN and (c) RDX, using 63Ni 
P- ionisation, and (d) 2,4,6-TNT, (e) PETN and (f) RDX, using laser ionisation. 

4. CONCLUSIONS. 

The use of a tunable laser ionisation source has been shown to produce characteristic 
negative ion mobility spectra of several high explosive vapours in air. The wavelength 
dependence of laser ionisation identifies the presence of a nitro-compound by virtue of 
characteristic NO+ spectral structure. Three-photon ionisation of molecular oxygen has been 
used to produce both positive oxygen ions and low energy electrons. Electrons so formed 
attach to neutral oxygen molecules resulting in the formation of a series of stable reactant ions 
in an analogous fashion to conventional 63Ni ionisation. Interaction between traces of 
explosive vapour and laser produced reactant ions results in the creation of characteristic 
negative ions, permitting identification of the explosive vapour present The negative ion 
mobility spectra of a series of explosive vapours are shown to be similar with both laser 
ionisation and 63Ni ionisation. 
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Fig. 11: Negative ion IMS spectra in air of (a) 2，4，6・.TNT，(b) PETN and (c) RDX， using 63Ni 
p-ionisation， and (d) 2，4，6-TNT， (e) PETN and (t) RDX， using laser ionisation. 

4. CONCLUSIONS. 

The uぉ ofa tunable laser ionisauon so町cehas been shown to produce characteristic 
negative ion mobility spectra of severa1 high explosive vapours in厄r. 官lewavelength 
dependence of 1ぉerionisauon identifies the pre鈍 nωofa nitro-compound by virtue of 
characterisuc NO+ sPfぉtralstruc加re.Three-photon ionisauon of molecular oxygen has been 
used to produce bo出 posiuveoxygen ions and low energy electrons. Electroris so formed 
attach to neutral oxygen molecules resulung面白efonnauon of a田riesof stable reactant ions 
in an analogous fashion to conventional 63Ni ionisation. Interaction between traces of 
explosive vapour and 1ωer produ∞d reactant ions results in the creation of characteristic 
negative ions. permitting identification of出eexplosive vapour present. The negative ion 
mobility spectia of a series of explosive vapo町'Sare shown to be similar with both laser 
ionisauon組 d63Ni io凶sauon.
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